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Another week in the book and that means another opportunity for us to show you all our favorite apps. While some may be fun, others are a little more realistic, they all serve a purpose, and kick at doing so. Please hit the break and check out some of our favorites from this week! It seems like the first thing everyone with a new Android phone does is
download watches and weather items. They give a bit of visual and personalized flare to your device, and there's definitely a lot to choose from out there. My latest favorite in this category is 1Weather, there's really no reason other than the fact that it has a great looking 2x2 widget. Fortunately, the main app is also pretty good, with all the information you'd
expect from a full-features weather app. Although I must admit that since taking OTA to Jelly Bean on my Galaxy Nexus, I've been using Google Now for my weather needs, I realize that a very small percentage of users are capable of that right now. If you are back on an earlier Android version, I recommend checking out this app. Download: 1Weather
($1.99) Anndrew Vacca - Dunkin Donuts It's a hell of a week for coffee lovers with the launch of Dunkin Donuts' mobile payment app on both iOS and Android. You'll be able to locate your nearest DD, browse the menu, and check out Dunkin on both Facebook and Twitter. But most importantly mobile billing - take a page out of Starbucks' book, the app that
lets you add a Dunkin Card, which you can prepay and use at any location. You'll also be able to send someone a virtual gift card using the same basic guidelines. There's only one downside here: you'll eventually realize just how much of your hemorrhagic cash is on coffee and donuts. Download: Dunkin Donuts (Free) Sean Brunett - NINTEN Pro_Weather
Skin for Beautiful Widgets My choice this week is not a one-stop app, but an add-on for Beautiful Gadgets. I love beautiful widgets and have been a fan of them for a long time. One of the interesting things about weather widgets is the ability to download a custom interface from within the app. I'm also a huge Super Mario fan, so when I browsed the Standard
Skins section, NINTENPro_Weather immediately caught my eye. It is a free download once you have installed beautiful widgets and it transforms your weather icons to look like they are directly out of a Super Mario game. The sun is the famous angry sun from the game, the moon is the smiling crescent moon and the clouds are the standard clouds with eyes
on returning to the original game. The app was developed by Jamen Lang, who also did a Kirby version of weather leather. Since I change my skin, I really like to look at More to see the Mario symbols. If you don't have Nice Add-ons yet, the app costs $2.79. But once you have it, you have access to a whole range of interfaces that are completely free. You
can access the interface by going to Settings in Beautiful Gadgets and clicking Skin'. You can also access the web version of the Beautiful Gadget Store directly, from which you can download add-ons. Download: NINTENPro_Weather Skin (Free w/ Beautiful Widgets) Alex Dobie - Steam If you're a PC or Mac gamer, you most likely already have a Steam
account. Valve's digital distribution platform is the top place to get games online, and there are also plenty of community functions available through the service. However, that doesn't have to stop when you step away from your computer. Steam for Android lets you connect with Steam friends and browse Steam's catalogue of available titles on the go.
Community features include Steam chat and the ability to browse groups and profiles on your phone or tablet, in addition to steam news and transactions through steam and syndicated news sections. You may not be able to play Steam games on your phone yet, but until that happens, the Steam app for Android offers the next best thing. This app is
available for free on Google Play, for phones running Android 2.1 or later. Download: Steam (Free) Simon Sage - LBE Privacy Guard Ever wondered why that free app needs access to your address book? I, too, but luckily the LBE Privacy Guard can brutally deprive the LBE privacy guard of access to personal data. Your phone has been rooted, but the
trouble is definitely worth it for privacy consciously seeking peace of mind. Apps are broken down according to the permissions they request, and further in-depth displays the number of times permissions have been allowed or blocked. You can also view apps based on their potential danger level and view the full activity log to see what's being done. There's
also a built-in data flow screen so you can stay below any limits your service provider can impose. LBE Privacy guard is free, so if you've got a rooted phone and want to keep your data safe, give it a shot. Download: LBE Privacy Guard (Free) Jerry Hildenbrand - Perfect Viewer I spoke to our forum mod and Nexus hacker dmmarck the other day, and the
topic of great reading applications came up. In between talking about our favorite, he launched Perfect Viewer as the best comic reader for Android, and said I should give it a look. He's been spotted! Perfect Reader has the recipe for a great comic book reader app and mixes it together into a very beautiful, fast and free work. Don't expect to see an app that
follows Holo guidelines, instead we find a great way to think outside the box and provide a full-screen app with a novel way to get to settings -- touch the dead center of the screen. I appreciate the Holo interface, but I appreciate watching more full screen in this type of application. Talk about There's a ton of them. Nerds, tinkerers, and other folks who love a
ton of options have a lot of options, and at the same time you can just point it to the folder you're hosting your comics in (including CIFS and SAMBA sharing networks!), for applications if you you left to right or right to left, and start reading. Perfect Viewer lives by its name the way it displays all your .cbr files and they really look great in full resolution or zoom
out to see one pane at a time. If you read comics on your Android device, you should watch this comic. I bet you'll click the donation link after using it for a while -- I did. Download: Perfect Viewer (Free) Chris Parsons - Songza I'm a notorious music switcher. I could never seem to make my way through an entire song without reaching to skip it into the good
parts. Mainly because I listen to the same song over and over, I just want to skip the good parts. To help find some new music recently I used Songza. It allows you to music based on your mood, date, time, situation. Instead of you choosing music, it only creates playlists for you and it goes through them. It's a cool setting and a neat way to discover some
new music that you don't listen to if left on your own. Best of all, it's free. Download: Songza (Free) Richard Devine - F-Sim Space Shuttle This app is something I've swooned over for some time on iOS, and it has finally made its way to Android. I'm not particularly a Shuttle buff in anyway, but a friend of mys had this on their iPad and it looked awesome. And
we like great things. Imagine my delight this week then when it appeared in Google Play. The idea is simple, this is a flight simulator based on the space shuttle landing at JFK Space Center or Edwards Air Force Base. You can review a replay of your glorious approach and touchdown, and according to the developers only the best pilots are awarded a
perfect landing point. Definitely not me. Not yet, anyway. It's really a really detailed app, and there are some tutorials and manuals to help you get to grips with it. You can watch your landing from the inside with a sweet HUD search, or from outside the shuttle. Auto Pilot can support, or you can go professional and set everything to manual. There are also
realistic radio contacts throughout, adding to the role-playing nature. And, it has Openfeint integration, so you can show your skills to the world. I can talk for hours, but then I won't play this game. It's not the cheapest app, but it's worth paying for. It has had some glowing testimony and reviews already from its time on iOS, and if you're even remote into the
space tool, it's worth a try. Download: F-Sim Space Shuttle ($3.99) We can earn a commission for the purchase using our links. Learn more. We all have our own preferences and discover them through Each other. Think about it for a second – how do you find the things you want? For more and more people, services like Tumblr, Pinterest, Facebook, and
Twitter are how they connect themselves to the type of information and media they're looking for. If you're your favorite type of 'motivational' typewriter, beautiful nature photos, stunning illustrations and designs, and pretty much everything is appropriate Then - without a doubt - you became a fan of Tumblr. What if you could see great images in these
categories with just a few clicks and without much effort on your Android device? We would like to introduce to you Stumblr, Tumblr Image Viewer is a great application that you can get for free through the Google Play store. Google Play Store This great little app has not received the amount of attention that is deserved, and is one of the best image viewing
apps for Tumblr that you can find on the market, I mean Google Play, for free. When I say little, I simply mention its file size - a small and convenient 1.3 MB download. However, when it comes to features, the app offers it as anything but small. While stumblr is easy to use, it can take you about 10 minutes to discover the different options the app offers. Install
Stumblr As you might expect, you can sign in to your own Tumblr account through this app thanks to the Tumblr API. However, you can still manage bookmarks, download and love your own Tumblr blog without an actual account. For averse accounts, like me. To give you everything you might need or want to change, developers have included some very
useful user settings. You can choose from a variety of options such as GIF support, list bookmarking, and whether you want to turn on history. You can also control how many blogs can be displayed at a time and how much information and details you want to show about them. Cute! The settings I find most useful are those that involve caching scales and,
with a little tweaking, I find the ones that work best for me. Alternatively, you can choose the quality of the zoom-out that you want to cache. I did it so that the application has a lot of space for caching, but save the low quality images. This has made my browsing experience much faster and more enjoyable. Download and Like All Day! If you're already a
Tumblr user, then there's no need to explain how addictive and interesting it is to browse different blogs. Now you can also view GIFs, which is something that many similar apps lack. Google Play Store Likes and shares as simple as a click, and the same can be said about downloading images you find. The download interface is particularly nice and actually
pretty fast with little or no lag. However, browsing presents minor problems over time. Frequent latency and slow loading times can slightly reduce your stumblr browsing experience. The Amazing Stumblr Cloud ServiceThe Stumblr Cloud is a service that you can sign up for for free. It allows you to link your Tumblr account to it and, once this is done
successfully, you will be able to synchronize and back up all data such as posts, bookmarks, links, your favorites, etc. Any changes you make on it will reflect on all your other Stumblr customers immediately. It's still in beta mode, but works pretty well. The best way to describe it to cite developers: Easy to use, but hard to quit. Oh, I don't know. So, what do
you say? Did you get the connection? Yet?
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